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Break into the fashion modeling industry without spending a fortune on bogus modeling agencies

and professional photography!!The Model's Bible + Global Modeling Agency Contact List, was

written by international supermodel RC Lane, and is a straight forward fashion industry insiderâ€™s

guide on how to break into the modeling industry and succeed in creating a lucrative career as a

professional working model in the fashion industry.Develop a strategic plan to get signed!The

Modelâ€™s Bible + Global Modeling Agency Contact List,  will help you develop a strategic plan to

get signed with a modeling agency or commercial agency and begin working in as little time as

possible. Everything you need to know as a professional working model is covered in great detail

drawing from firsthand experience of over a decade of working with professional photographers and

top clients in the fashion capitals of the world including NYC, Paris, Milan, London, and many

more.â€¢ Learn how the pro's globally submit themselves to top modeling agencies for consideration

no matter where they are located using a simple digital camera. â€¢ Gain access to the highly

sought after, Global Modeling Agencies Contact ListÂ and get contact information to legitimate

agencies in every viable fashion modeling market around the globe including top modeling agencies

in NYC, Paris, Milan, Berlin, Los Angeles, London, Cape Town, Sydney and many many more! â€¢

Learn the techniques professional fashion models use on big budget modeling sets to create bullet

proof confidence and make the job look easy!â€¢ Know how to spot a scam from a mile away and

avoid the mistakes many new fashion models make that can be damaging to a modeling career. â€¢

Determine which market you have the most potential for working in among the many available

segments of the modeling industry around the world including high fashion modeling, commercial

modeling, fitness modeling, runway modeling, plus size or child and baby modeling. â€¢ Everything

you need to know about commissions, day rates, and modeling contracts in order to get the best

possible deals and keep the most money in your pocket. â€¢ Gain an exclusive backstage

perspective on Fashion Week in NYC, Milano, and Paris and step by step instruction on what it

takes to strut the runways like a seasoned pro.What other readers are saying!:"The Model Bible" by

RC Lane was indeed informative at explaining the ins and outs of the model industry. Another cool

thing about the book is that at the end of the book there are actual addresses to model

management companies all over the world." -Danielle Benji"Anyone planning to start a career as a

model, having their child enter the field, or just curious about the life of a model, would benefit by

reading this." -James Liston"The list of contact information for over one hundred modeling agencies

around the world is worth the price of the book." -Frank CoopaAbout the Author:Author of The

Model's Bible, RC Lane, has worked with the biggest clients and agencies in the fashion industry



including LancÃ´me, Maybelline, Calvin Klein, Guess Jeans, Armani, Vogue Magazine, and

Harper's Bazaar to name a few. He has been featured in hundreds of campaigns, commercials, and

magazines over a career spanning more than fifteen years as a working top model.
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This book is a gold mine of information if you are looking into being a model. The book is beautifully

written and very easy to understand. I got this eBook just looking for a little bit of information on

being a model and I was truly amazed at the amount of information that I found.The book really

goes into detail about the topic's which helps you really understand how things work in the model

industry. This book breaks down all the different types of work you can get as a model which helps

you decide on where you should start your modeling career and gives you great advice on what to

do and what not to do. One of the parts I found most helpful and interesting was the part on how to

interact with the model agencies and it gives you great advice on how to handle the people you are

dealing with.Casting is one of the things I did want to learn about and this book goes in to so much

detail that I fully understood everything I was reading. The thing that got me about casting was how

to act when you went in there do you act like you think they want you to or do you just be yourself?



Well this book tells you and gives you great advice on how to present yourself to them in a positive

way.Another thing that worried me about modeling was the scams out there and not falling into their

traps. This book reassured me that there are very easy ways to avoid them and pick out the good

from the bad. The other great thing about this book is the Global Top Model Agencies List which

includes all the contact details of all the best modeling agencies in the world.This book is a fantastic

place to start your modeling career. The information in this eBook is perfect and very easy to read

with great advice on the world of fashion. You really get a sense of the author's achievements and

experiences. All in all a must have eBook if you are looking into being a model.

I've been thinking of breaking into this industry for quite some time now, and this book provided me

with the confidence to take the first step. The information was abundant and written in a simple,

easy to follow manner. I did not feel intimidated or overwhelmed. The author's experience showed

through his writing. This book will be the start in a lifelong investment.5/5

I didn't quite know what to expect when I downloaded this book, I read it more for curiosity and

knowledge rather than as a career guide, but ended up reading it through in two days. It is

extremely interesting and contains a wealth of tips and advice that anyone aspiring to become a

model or even to work in the industry would find must have. It's an insiders guide and is well-written,

logical and a perfect (must read) tool for aspiring models or those already working in the industry-

male or female.

Modeling is an art and R.C. Lane created a book that any model or aspiring model can learn from. I

felt as if I was being consulted by a top male model in the world---then as I read the book, I realized

that I was! Breaking into the business of modeling is challenging enough but once you get there,

you have to have the right stuff. Lane teaches you this in each carefully selected chapter and verse.

Here are a few highlights that I recall: Remember your self-talk, if you were selected for the

photo-shoot then you have what it takes. A model has it's share of confidence and confidence

shows through on camera when you feel it inside. Positive self-image and dynamic self-confidence

is the key to your success. I strongly recommend "The Model's Bible." I used it for an executive

photo shoot and the camera captured my self confidence and pose that was both effective and

efficient. Read "The Model's Bible" today and let your looks and inner core bring you the treasures

of success!



If you want to get into modeling, this is the book you need. Forget watching America's Top Model or

any of those other shows, just read this book and follow the advice given. I was amazed at how

much information could be packed into an e-book! In just the first five minutes of reading, I learned a

lot more than I ever thought I knew about the modeling industry. Not only does this book provide the

ins and outs, but also some valuable tips that will cut down on all of the headaches and delays

normally associated with modeling. It even goes so far as to say that you don't have to be perfect to

become a model, just being yourself can open a lot of doors. I realize that starting out in modeling is

hard, but this book will definitely take a lot of the pressure off. I learned how to market myself

globally and even a lot of the top secrets of high fashion models around the world. The Model's

Bible is very well written and the information is easy to follow. The author isn't trying to confuse the

reader with industry talk, just real advice for the real world. Reading this book is like getting a boost

up the ladder into the glamorous world of modeling and with as competitive as it is, every boost

helps. I am not sure if the author read's these reviews at all, but I just want to say thank you for all of

your help.

I wanted to learn more about how the model industry worked because I am contemplating on getting

my daughter into the model industry and wanted to get a step by step guide to helping her get

where she wants to be as pre-teen model."The Model Bible" by R.C Lane was indeed informative at

explaining the ins and outs of the model industry. He explains all the potential avenues for female

and male models of all ages and sizes . Also like the fact as I was reading that the author of the

book is a successful model, and not someone who will give the reader misinformation. Another cool

thing about the book is that at the end of the book there are actual address to model management

companies all over the world.I will definitely recommend this book to my younger sister.I want to add

that after looking at America Next Top Model over the years growing up, I know that being a model

can be quite difficult but RC Lane's book will really help you reach your goal in a positive way.
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